
Det

Afunction of is called differentiable at a of

+(: -time
tax-fict exists, fill is called the

x+X - 2

derivative of fat (

1. Show that fix= (x), XEIR is not differentiable at 0.

Pf: Note that f(x) =(x.xx0,
-

X, XC0.

Then #((0) =1x= S 1, X30,

-, xC0.

Thus fir
f(x) - ((x)

=1
*-ot

x- 0

and lim f(x - f(x)
=

- 1
x->0 x- 0

Therefore lim f(x - f() does not exist.
x-> 0 X - 0

Hence - is not differentiable at 0.



2. Show that fix = x5,XEIR is not differentiable

at0

Of: Note that fix - fol -x =15 =x-5
x- 0

Suppose for x5h exists.

Take xn=h. The into as nto

By Sequential Criterion,

xn5
=n-> ) as n+0

But us to as to by AP.

Contradiction,

3(a) show that fixs = 9X*x rational is differentiable
irrational

at 0 and f(x) =0.

If: Note that tax-fros
= x=)*.Prationrex- 0

For any 230, f (x12,

f(x) -f(IFold in both rational and

irrational cases.



Thus far forin
Hence fix =0

3
I(b) What about tx = ** rationtional

Claim: fios:- im for does not exist.
x->0

Pf: Suppose not.

Write StoryTh
Note that (i =E = (' x rational,

0x irrational.
By density of 1, there exists a

sequence (x) && St. in to as n50

Then tol->I as new.
xn - 0

By density of IR-R, there exists a

sequence (yn) ERI* st. Into as to

The fuel to as to

But by Sequential Criterion,

#
to >h as news and

Xu-0

flyn) - f(o
- ->has 1500
yn- p



Then 1 = 1 =0

Contradiction!

↑cas show that fix -f**st, x70, is
-x =0,

differentiable at 0 and fix
=0.

Pf: Note that t =1 =zsn= xsi
and -lsint >1.

Then - - tox

Since lim xlim (x) = 0, by Squeeze Theorem*-> 0

Cm(r =0
x- 0

Hence, f(x) =0.

16What about fxs =(m* -x+CS
-x=0

Claim: fiosi-futtco does not exist.

Pf: Suppose not

write timeforth



Note that fol = I=m =si+
X- 0

Take tn: An

Then of = sin2,n =0+0usnx
Take In : nfli
Then tos

= simauthli=It) as no

Since into and into as new,

by Sequential Criterion,
+(xu) - fco

xn - 0

-> Land ErfL
as n->0.

Therefore 0 =L =1.

Contradiction!

5)(a) Suppose fic): - fits exists.

show that ticl = hmnEfictl-tacs]
Pf: Take Antith. Then Dutc as nto.

Since f(x) = limtsfics,



by Sequential Criterion,

fixelmfc = hm
fictitec

n->os Cth-c

=Eon [fct1-f1]
(b) Give an example to show the existence

oSEgnIfictHY-fCCI) does not imply

fics exists.

Example I

f(x) =(x),2 =0

Then linfact-fics]=fimnts

=toh = 1.

By 21, fiol does not exists.

Example 2

fax = 7t Pration.c =0



Thetonic-f(x) =infill taut

By 12, fico) does not exist.


